
Methods: Adverse events (AEs) were prospectively scored according to the Common
Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE) version 4.0 scoring system by 2 dedi-
cated medical oncologists. AEs were evaluated at predefined time point from the start of
CCRT up to 21 weeks after the start of CCRT. The cumulative toxicity load was measured
by calculating the area under the curve (AUC) from AE score versus time functions. The
AUC for each AE was obtained by multiplying the time and grade of each AE during that
time. Mean AUC’s per patient category (i.e. HPV status, tobacco use, localisation of pri-
mary tumour and the use of ICT) were compared by Kruskal-Wallis testing.

Results: Forty patients (31 men), mean age 62.15 years, were included. The primary
tumour site was located in 42.5% at the oropharynx and 45% were p16-positive. The
AEs, with exception of xerostomia, typically developed in the second and third week of
CCRT, with the intensity and frequency increasing during the treatment. Two weeks
after ending CCRT (week 9), the side effects decreased. AEs were recorded in 85%
(radiation dermatitis), 97% (orofacial pain), 89.7% (stomatitis), and 97.5% (anorexia)
of patients. Significant different mean AUCs were seen for hoarseness (non-oropharynx
group, p¼ 0.027), alopecia (the use of ICT, p¼ 0.00014), sensory PNP (the use of ICT,
p¼ 0.00016), diarrhea (the use of ICT, p¼ 0.021), nausea (p16 positive, p¼ 0.047),
and hoarseness (p16 negative, p¼ 0.015). For tobacco use no significant differences
were seen.

Conclusions: This prospective trial recorded the maximum intensity and frequency of
the different AEs, but also the evolution over time and the global AE load. More pro-
spective trials with a larger number of patients are required to confirm the results.

Legal entity responsible for the study: University Hospital Antwerp.

Funding: Has not received any funding.

Disclosure: All authors have declared no conflicts of interest.
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Background: Excessive daytime sleepiness has been related with several functional and
psychological disabilities. The objective of this study was to determine the prevalence of
excessive daytime sleepiness (EDS) among older Iranian patients with cancer and to
analyze the effect of chemotherapy treatment on patients’ sleep problems. The relation-
ship between sleep disturbances and physical activity, psychological factors, and demo-
graphic data were also explored.

Methods: This cross-sectional study, carried out in Cancer Institute of Iran, consisted
of interviews with patients older than 60 years with a solid tumor; once prior to receiv-
ing chemotherapy and the second time after two cycles of chemotherapy.
Questionnaires consisted of Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS), Hospital Anxiety and
Depression Scales (HADS), Activities of Daily Living (ADL), Instrumental Activities of
Daily Living (IADL), and Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status.
Medical data were also gathered from hospital records. Logistic regression was used to
identify predictors of excessive daytime sleepiness after chemotherapy.

Results: From the cases, 56.8% were female (n¼ 42). Mean participants’ age was 68.26
(SD¼ 6.77) and 78.4% had advanced tumors. Bivariate analysis did not show any sig-
nificant association between education, tumor stage, and the number of comorbidities
and daytime sleepiness after receiving chemotherapy. The results showed a significant
association between EDS and receiving chemotherapy. Initially EDS rate was reported
as 8.1% which increased to 21.6% after chemotherapy (P< 0.001). Anxiety before che-
motherapy and number of regions of recurrence, were identified as independent pre-
dictors of daytime sleepiness.

Conclusions: Given that, EDS prevalence increases with chemotherapy treatment, and
this can affect patients’ quality of life and treatment outcomes, caregivers should bear
in mind that older patients with cancer, especially those with anxiety and cancer recur-
rence, need special attention before decision making over starting chemotherapy in
order to prevent and manage EDS in the course of chemotherapy.

Clinical trial identification: Research Deputy of TUMS proposal number: 22704.

Legal entity responsible for the study: Research Deputy of TUMS.

Funding: Research Deputy of TUMS.

Disclosure: All authors have declared no conflicts of interest.
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Background: Patients are not always adequately prepared to start chemotherapy.
Information given may not be consistent and little education is given on how patients
can be empowered to support themselves to manage side effects of treatment. A pre-
chemotherapy education session delivered in a group setting was developed to improve
and standardise the information given to patients prior to starting treatment and to
reduce the amount of time delivering one to one pre-chemotherapy sessions.

Methods: The project was led by senior cancer nurses who identified four themes that
became the focus of the education session; safety, patient experience, process and
patient empowerment. The education session was piloted for gynaecology patients
before expanding to all new referrals. We collected both qualitative and quantitative
data pre and post the sessions using a 0-10 rating scale to evaluate how informed, how
worried and how confident patients felt about their prospective treatment.

Results: Since April 2017 we have had a total of 211 attendees, inc relatives which is
approx 25% of new patient referrals to Chemotherapy Daycare. When asked about how
informed patients felt about their treatment plan they had an average score of
6.7[SD2.5] before the session, increasing by 28% to 8.6[SD1.6] afterwards. When asked
about how worried patients felt about their treatment they had an average score of
6.3[SD2.7], decreasing by 19% to 5.1[SD2.8] afterwards. When asked how confident
patients felt, they had an average score of 6[SD2.4], increasing by 16% to 7[SD2.3]
afterwards. Analysis of the qualitative data showed positive feedback but also high-
lighted problems with patients understanding the process to treatment.

Conclusions: The education session is a useful way of providing information to
patients and improves their confidence. Patients on average become less worried after
attending the session although some patients felt more worried, likely to be because
they were confronted with the reality of their situation. The main challenges were to
engage the clinical teams as this was a change in practice. In response to concerns
around travelling distance and numerous appointments we are developing a patient
education video for patients to watch at their convenience.

Legal entity responsible for the study: Tom Marler-Hausen.

Funding: Has not received any funding.

Disclosure: All authors have declared no conflicts of interest.
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Background: Today a large number of breast cancer (BC) patients survive many years
post diagnosis. The large number of women surviving many years post BC diagnosis
has heightened interest in studying long-term effects of cancer on quality of life. A
number of cancer-specific health-related quality of life (QoL) measures have been
developed but these measures may not be appropriate for use with long-term survivors.
With this study we want to evaluate the reliability, clinical and psychometric validity of
the BreSAS Questionnaire (BQ) among BC survivors.

Methods: The BQ is a quick, simple 10 items module for the assessment of long-term
physical, psychological, sexual and cognitive effects that may influence quality of life
(pain, anxiety, depression, fatigue, irritability, quality of sleep, impaired concentration,
hot flashes, vaginal itching, other). The total BreSAS score ranks from 0-100, with a low
score indicating a better QoL. Patients were not stratified into predetermined clinically
distinct groups. QoL data were collected alongside standard outcomes in patients
undergoing treatment for BC. Patients complete the BQ, the FACT-ES questionnaire,
case report forms for clinical and socio-demographic data at different time points dur-
ing follow up visits. Reliability, and clinical and psychometric validity of the question-
naires are assessed by correlation analyses, exploration of known group comparisons,
and responsiveness to clinical changes.

Results: From September 2015 to February 2016, 149 patients from three Italian oncol-
ogy units were enrolled. Baseline questionnaires were returned from all and the major-
ity of patients (n¼ 134 - 89%) completed the BQ and FACT-ES in less than 15 min. For
reliability, Cronbach’s alpha coefficients for each scale were greater than 0.70 in all ana-
lyzed symptoms. Convergent validity of BQ showed by Pearson’s r demonstrated a high
correlation between intensity of symptoms and QoL, especially for pain and depression.
No data were provided about reproducibility with test-retest study.

Conclusions: The BQ demonstrates sufficient validity and reliability to support its use
to assess patient-reported outcomes and symptom assessment during planned follow-
up clinical visits among BC survivors.

Legal entity responsible for the study: Giampiero Porzio.

Funding: Has not received any funding.

Disclosure: All authors have declared no conflicts of interest.
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